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Introduction
We can choose to act in many different ways. For example, we can choose whether to eat a

high-salt diet and whether to emit carbon dioxide. Knowing the consequences of our actions allows
us to make choices that create the type of world in which we would like to live.
Predicting the consequences of our actions is difficult because the world is constantly changing.
Causal effects describe relationships that do not change across some combination of space, time,
and actions. Therefore, causal effects are useful tools for predicting the consequences of our actions,
which could be considered the goal of science.1
The desire to predict is why many social scientists are more interested in estimating causal effects
than descriptive statistics.2 The assumptions necessary to describe a distribution are typically much
weaker than the assumptions necessary to undertake a causal analysis. We are willing to adopt
stronger causal assumptions, knowing that they may be false, because doing so aids our ability to
predict. In other words, the goal of prediction is what leads to our interest in causal statements
made with lower confidence over descriptive statements made with higher confidence.
This note studies the use of causal effects to predict the consequences of actions. I build on
Heckman (2005) and state three major tasks that this entails. The first task is representing reality
with a model. The second task is judging when this representation is accurate, both in the past
and in the future. The third task is actually making predictions.
The second task of relating the model to reality requires assumptions that the model accurately
represents reality. A first subtask is judging when model parameters represent the outcomes of
a past action. This requires that we observe a variable that mimicked an action manipulating
treatment, inducing variation in treatment but no other cause in the all causes outcome equation.
A second subtask is judging when model parameters will predict the outcomes of a future action.
This requires that either (i) the outcome equation in reality remains stable between the time of the
data used in estimation of a causal effect and the time for prediction, or (ii) changes to reality’s
outcome equation can be accurately modeled by the social scientists. Both of these subtasks can
be stated as assumptions about the relationship between all causes outcome equations in the model
and in reality.
Explicitly stating all causes assumptions (ACAs) helps to explain how disagreements can persist
about the credibility of different causal methodologies and focuses attention on the assumptions
necessary for prediction. Rubin Causal Models are designed to capture a Past ACA that an
observed variable mimicked a past action, with predictions made under a Future ACA that the
outcome equation is stable across settings. Structural Causal Models are designed to accommodate
a Future ACA that incorporates a changing outcome equation, and Econometric Causal Models
are designed to accommodate a Future ACA under such changes resulting from optimization and
general equilibrium.
1

Feynman (1999) notes that “science can be defined as a method for. . . trying to answer only questions which
can be put into the form: If I do this, what will happen?”
2
Chapter 1 of Angrist and Pischke (2008) elaborates on this point.
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Tasks Necessary for Prediction with Causal Effects
One way of stating the goal of scientists is: We aim to use a model and past observations of

reality to make accurate predictions about how reality will evolve in the future, especially under
hypothetical actions. Here we are careful to distinguish between a model and reality. A model is a
mental world where (mental) outcomes are generated by logically following a set of rules. Reality is
the world we live in where (actual) outcomes are generated by a Data Generating Process (DGP).
Using causal effects to achieve the goal of prediction requires several distinct tasks. Table 1
describes these tasks. Task 1 is related to representing reality with a model and comes from Table
1 of Heckman (2005). Task 2 is related to judging whether one’s model accurately characterizes
how reality would respond under alternative future actions. Task 3 is the step of actually making
predictions.
Table 1: Six Distinct Tasks Required for Prediction with Causal Effects
Task/Subtask

1

Description

Requirements

Representing Reality with a Model
1.1

Defining the Set of Hypotheticals
or Counterfactuals

A Scientific Theory
(ie, A Model)

1.2

Identifying Model Parameters
(Causal or Otherwise) from
Hypothetical Population Data

Mathematical Analysis of
Point or Set Identification

1.3

Identifying Model Parameters from Real Data

Estimation and Testing Theory

2

Judging the Model’s Relationship with Reality
2.1

Judging whether Model Parameters
Represent Outcomes of Past Action

a) Comparison of Past Predictions
with Past Observations
b) Evidence and Reflection
on Exclusion Restriction

2.2

Judging whether Model Parameters
Will Predict Outcomes of Future Action

a) Comparison of Past Predictions
with Past Observations
b) Reflection on the Stability of the Model’s
Mechanisms in Future Environments

3

Prediction with Causal Effects from the Model
3.1

Making Predictions about Outcomes
in Reality under Future Actions

Note: Tasks 1.1-1.3 are from Table 1 in Heckman (2005).

2

A Model and Data after Completing
Tasks 1 and 2

3

Representing Reality with Models
Suppose that our goal of prediction pertains to the variable Y in a DGP in which the “all

causes” equation determining the outcome for individual i is Yi = g(Di , εY i ). There are unobserved
factors εY i driven by a group of non-mediators L1i , . . . , Lji and a group of mediators M1i , . . . , Mki .
An action A or a passively observed variable Zi determines treatment Di , possibly along with
unobserved factors εDi . Note that all causes are illustrated in the figure below only for the outcome
variable. All of the analysis below is considered for a single value of some fixed demographic
variables Xi = x.
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Figure 1: Four Possible Realities, or Data Generating Processes, for the Outcome Variable Y
Note: This figure follows the convention from Pearl (2009) of communicating that a variable is observed by drawing a solid
marker and a solid line to its descendants and communicating that a variable is unobserved by drawing a hollow marker and
dashed line to its descendants.
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Beginning with Subtask 1.1, we want to represent in our minds how the outcome variable would
react to actions we might take determining the treatment variable. Three approaches would be to
use the Rubin Causal Model (RCM), a Structural Causal Model (SCM), or an Econometric Causal
Model (ECM). The outcome equation in the RCM would be defined in terms of Potential Outcomes
(POs) as Yi = Yi (Di ). In an SCM or ECM the outcome equation, written as Yi = fY (Di , UY i ),
includes the variable UY i that helps determine the distribution of POs. A variable entering as
an argument of Yi (·) or fY (·) represents a variable human beings can act to control, even if only
partially, that in the model would result in changes to the value of Yi . Theory might push us to
consider adding an intermediate variable, or mediator, to the outcome equation of the model as
either Yi = Yi (Di , M1i ) or Yi = fY (Di , , M1i , UY i ). We might also consider adding another parent
of Yi into the outcome equation as Yi = Yi (Di , L1i , M1i ) or Yi = fY (Di , L1i , M1i , UY i ).
Suppose that we were to model the DGP in two ways. In the first approach we would only
include treatment as an argument of the outcome equation. In the second approach we would
include the parents L1i and M1i in the outcome equation.3 With RCMs this could be represented
as:
Model 1

Model 2

Di = Di (Zi )

Di = Di (Zi )

Yi = Yi (Di )

Mi = Mi (Di )
Yi = Yi (Di , L1i , M1i )

Following Imbens and Rubin (2008), we can define each RCM in terms of its outcome equation
and selection equation. The selection equations would be defined as Di (Zi ) in both models. The
outcome equation would be Yi (Di ) in the first model and Yi (Di , L1i , M1i ) in the second model.
With SCMs or ECMs this approach to modeling the DGP might be written as:
Model 1

Model 2

1
Zi = fZ1 (UZi
)

2
2
X1i = fX1
(UX1i
)

1
1
Di = fD
(Zi , UDi
)

2
Zi = fZ2 (X1i , UZi
)

Yi = fY1 (Di , UY1 i )

2
2
Di = fD
(Zi , UDi
)
2
2
M1i = fM
1 (Di , UM 1i )
2
2
X2i = fX2
(UX2i
)
2
2
L1i = fL1
(X2i , UL1i
)

Yi = fY2 (Di , L1i , M1i , UY2 i )

3

Rmax , the assumed maximum R2 of an outcome equation, is assumed to be 1 in Altonji et al. (2005) and allowed
to be less than 1 in Oster (2019). One interpretation of Rmax is the R2 obtained when all variables L and M that
are observable at a given scale of observation are included in the researcher’s model and data set.

4

In terms of a fully specified model following Definition 7.1.1 in Pearl (2009) and Definition 1 in
Pearl and Bareinboim (2014), we can define each SCM as (i) a set of background variables U 1 and
U 2 ; (ii) a set of endogenous variables V 1 = {Z, D, Y } and V 2 = {X1 , Z, D, M1 , X2 , L1 , Y }; (iii)
1 , f 1 } and F 2 = {f 2 , f 2 , f 2 , f 2 , f 2 , f 2 , f 2 }; and (iv) a joint
the set of functions F 1 = {fZ1 , fD
Y
X1 Z D M 1 X2 L1 Y

probability distribution over the background variables, P 1 (U 1 ) and P 2 (U 2 ).
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Judging the Model’s Relationship with Reality

4.1

Representing the Result of a Past Action

We can imagine one reality in which we are able to act with complete control over treatment
(DGP 1) and another reality in which our action influences treatment status in combination with
some unobserved factors εD (DGP 2). We would like to be able to make predictions for each individual, but due to the fundamental problem of causal inference, being unable to observe individuals in
each treatment state, we are forced to infer in DGP 1 the Average Treatment Effect (ATE, Holland
(1986)). Alternatively, we might infer effects for some subpopulation in DGP 2 with a binary or
discrete action using the Local Average Treatment Effect (LATE, Imbens and Angrist (1994)) or in
DGP 2 with a continuous action using the Marginal Treatment Effect (MTE, Heckman and Vytlacil
(2005)).
Identification of a LATE or MTE with an instrumental variable requires that the instrumental
variable satisfies an independence assumption and an exclusion restriction. The exclusion restriction
can be stated as an all causes assumption.
Past All Causes Assumption (ACA) : The variation in treatment caused by one observed
variable Z mimicked an action taken to control that variable, in the sense that the observed
variable influenced treatment D and no other cause in the all causes outcome equation.
Identification of the ATEs for all individuals requires a strengthening of the exclusion restriction to the variable Z having full control over treatment while influencing no other cause
in the all causes outcome equation. This stronger all causes assumption would allow us to identify
E[Y |do(D = d)], or the effect of an ideal manipulation of D, which is an intervention setting the
value of the variable(s) in question but making no other change to the system (Scheines (1997),
Eberhardt and Scheines (2007)).
Finding an instrument, or a variable Z for which the Past ACA holds, represents a tremendous
demand on the modeler in observational settings. Many researchers therefore focus on design-based
approaches to ensuring the Past ACA holds, analyzing outcomes in settings with randomized and
quasi-randomized treatments (Imbens (2010), Angrist and Pischke (2010)).

4.2

Predicting the Result of a Future Action

Of what use are the causal effects we have identified in data from the past? Having specified
a model to represent reality and judged that model’s relationship with reality, we now turn our
5

attention to the future.
We consider Subtask 2.2 and Task 3 in terms of a decision problem: Should we take the action
A = 1 over the status quo A = 0? We could frame this policy question in terms of prediction of the
benefit to some outcome Y . If the cost of taking an action is C(A = a), we might follow a decision
rule of taking action A = 1 over the status quo A = 0 if the expected net benefit is greater under
the action. Where 1{·} is an indicator function, we could write this decision rule as:
n

A=1

Ei [Yi |A = 1] − C(A = 1) > Ei [Yi |A = 0] − C(A = 0)

o
.

(1)

We will need to engage in Task 3, predicting Ei [Yi |A = a].4 For Subtask 2.2, now the question
becomes judging the credibility of predictions generated by our estimated causal effects. These
predictions would be
Model 1 :

Ei [Yi |A = a] =Ei [fY1 (Di (a), UY1 i )]
 1
1
1
=Ei [fY1 (fD
a, UDi
, UY i )]

Model 2 :

Ei [Yi |A = a] =Ei [fY2 (Di , L1i , M1i , UY2 i )]
 


 2
 2  2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
=Ei fY fD a, UDi , fL1 X2i , UL1i , fM 1 fD (a, UDi ) , UM 1i , UY i

If we have estimates of Ei [Yi |A = 1] and Ei [Yi |A = 0] for the action a in the past, we can just
fill these estimates into Equation 1 under the following assumption:
Stable Future – All Causes Assumption (ACA) : All causes in the outcome equation are
stable between the time of the data used in estimation and the time for which a prediction is
made.
The Stable Future ACA is often made by finding a sample or context in which the outcomes equation
is likely to remain stable, perhaps by matching or balancing on covariates (Nie et al. (2021); Olsen
(2022)).
Alternatively, we might invoke the following assumption:
Modeled Future – All Causes Assumption (ACA) : All causes in the outcome equation are
known and can be accurately modeled for the time at which a prediction is made.
The Modeled Future ACA allows for predictions to be made in the case that features of the outcome
equation changes over time. Suppose, for example, it was known that mediator M1 would drop out
of the outcome equation between the time of the past data and the future relevant for prediction,
so that the DGP determined outcomes as if M 1 was set at the fixed level m∗1 . In this case, one
could not make predictions using estimates from Model 1, but could make predictions based on
4

See Manski (2008) for a discussion of identification and decision problems.
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Model 2 as:
Ei [Yi |A = a] =Ei [fY2 (Di , L1i , m∗1i , UY2 i )]
 

 2

2
2
2
2
∗
2
=Ei fY fD a, UDi , fL1 X2i , UL1i , m1 , UY i .

Model 2 :

Obviously the Modeled Future ACA is a strong assumption. The alternative is to only make
predictions in situations where the outcome equation remains stable over time and context.
Future ACAs can be cast in terms of the stability of the functional relationships F and the
distribution of background variables P (U ) necessary for the model to accurately represent reality
in the past. As Pearl (2009) writes, “It is the persistence across time of U and f (x, u) that endows
counterfactual expressions with predictive power; absent this persistence, the counterfactual loses
its obvious predictive utility” (Section 7.2.2, p 219).
4.2.1

Example: Causal Effects of Neighborhoods

We consider Task 2 in terms of a practical example. Suppose that we are concerned about
concentrated poverty in the United States. We are considering taking an action A = 1 over
the status quo A = 0 that would change the subsidies and search supports offered through public
housing vouchers in the US. The goal of such a policy would be to improve the socioeconomic status
(SES) of program participants’ neighborhoods, and we might suppose for the sake of exposition
that we know the change in neighborhood SES the policy action would generate, as well as the
cost of the action and the status quo (Collinson and Ganong (2018); Aliprantis et al. (2022, 2021);
Bergman et al. (2020)). Let Y be income and recalling the decision rule
n

A=1

Ei [Yi |A = 1] − C(A = 1) > Ei [Yi |A = 0] − C(A = 0)

o
,

(2)

consider whether we should take the action A = 1 over the status quo A = 0.
Assume that Task 1 and Subtask 2.1 have been accomplished using Model 1 to quasiexperimentally estimate effects of neighborhood SES (See Aliprantis and Richter (2020) or Pinto
1 ), U 1 )] for some previous
(2019).). That is, we have estimates of Ei [Yi |A = 1] = Ei [fY1 (Di (1, UDi
Yi

action a. In this case, we can just fill these estimates into Equation 2 under the Stable Future–ACA.
The parsimonious model specification in Model 1 that aids credibly addressing the Past ACA
through design appears to make a Future ACA more difficult to adopt. There are many reasons
that the Stable Future–ACA may be a strong and unrealistic assumption. For the neighborhood
effects estimated in Model 1, D may only have been observed over a limited range (Aliprantis et al.
(2021)), but general equilibrium effects could be an important part of fY1 estimated on this limited
range in past data (Agostinelli et al. (2020)). Likewise, the fY1 and UY1 i representing reality are
likely to be unstable. Any un-modeled causes of Y like M1 or L1 affected by policy will change
either the functional relationship fY1 or the distribution of UY1 i that accurately describes reality.
Consider that several non-mediators L in the DGP have been the target of major policies, either

7

around the time of the experimental estimates or afterwards. Some examples include welfare
reform (Blank (2002)) and the Affordable Care Act. Consider also that several mediators M in
the DGP have additionally been the target of major policy initiatives. Some examples include the
Jobs-Plus Program providing job training and child care subsidies to low-income neighborhoods
(de Souza Briggs et al. (2010)), and Enterprise Zones (EZs) aiming to increase labor demand in
low-income neighborhoods (Neumark and Young (2021); Arefeva et al. (2021)).5
L in the DGP
1.
2.
3.
4.

M in the DGP

welfare (social insurance)
childcare subsidies
health insurance
incarceration and related policies

1. job training programs
2. local labor demand
3. public transportation

The cases above highlight why adopting the Stable Future–ACA could be less credible in some
circumstances than adopting a Modeled Future–ACA. A Modeled Future–ACA could be made using
Model 2 in which the parent L or mediator M affected by policy are arguments of the structural
equation fY2 . Supposing that causal effects had been estimated (ie, Task 1 and Subtask 2.1 had
been completed), we could predict the future response to our actions based on the causal effects
from Model 2 as
Ei [Yi |A = a] =



Ei fY2



2
fD

2
a, UDi



,

2
fL1

2
X2i , UL1i



,

2
fM
1




2
2
2
2
fD (a, UDi ) , UM 1i , UY i

after performing appropriate changes to changing features of the outcome equation. For example,
2 (·) or f 2 (·)
looking at DGPs 1-4, one could more easily imagine that a policy could alter fL1
M1

2 a, U 2
without changing fY2 , UY2 , or fD
than
one
could
imagine
that
a
policy
could
alter
L
or
M1
1
Di

without changing fY1 or UY1 . Likewise, theory would be needed to make credible predictions about
any function outside the support of the data observed in the past.

5

Conclusion
Approaches to the Future ACA appears to be where different causal methodologies diverge.

There is no distinction between the causal effects expressed in Rubin and Structural Causal Models
(Galles and Pearl (1998)).6 There are some differences, however, with approaches to prediction.
With RCMs, researchers typically consider estimates of causal effects from a range of circumstances,
and then find those with F and P (U ) most like those believed to occur in the future to invoke
a Stable Future–ACA, perhaps by matching or balancing on covariates (Nie et al. (2021); Olsen
(2022)). With SCMs, a focus is on expanding the model to include all causal pathways of which the
researcher is aware to credibly assume a Modeled Future–ACA. Like the expansion between Models
5

This discussion is entirely focused on the outcome equation, but social interactions in the neighborhood sorting
process itself may have changed (Sobel (2006); Manski (2013)).
6
See related discussions in Markus (2021) and Weinberger (2021).
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1 and 2, this modeling allows one to formalize the approach to judging the stability or changes in
the F and P (U ) accurately representing reality over time (Pearl and Bareinboim (2014)). That is,
adding claims about variables like L1 and M1 in Model 2 allows researchers to assess more specific
claims about outcome equation stability in the future.
Another distinction emerges with the approach of Econometric Causal Models. This approach
estimates causal effects within a model that is guided from the start with a focus on the Modeled
Future–ACA (Hansen (2021), Keane (2010)); Heckman and Pinto (2022) argue that this focus is
the distinguishing feature of ECMs.7 For example, an ECM may be specified to incorporate general
equilibrium effects that will be important for predicting future outcomes because they are either
outside the support of data from the past or generated by a DGP where general equilibrium effects
will interact in important ways with other mechanisms. The difficulty of using statistical evidence
in favor of a Future ACA can help to explain the appeal of calibrating models, which one can
interpret as an attempt to credibly adopt the Modeled Future–ACA by modeling critical features
of the DGP that are dynamically changing or policy-relevant (Lucas (1976), Kydland and Prescott
(1977)).
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